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ABSTRACT: Ni-rich layered oxides are proven high-energy cathode materials for
Li-ion batteries, but their characteristic short cycle life remains a challenge for
implementation on a wider scale. The surface reactivity of Ni-rich layered oxides is
the driving force for several capacity fading mechanisms, and a common strategy to
combat these issues is to apply a protective surface coating. In this work,
LiNi0.88Mn0.06Co0.06O2 (NMC) is surface-modified using octadecyl phosphonic
acid (OPA) as a coupling agent through a wet-chemical process. Post-treatments
of the coated NMC material at 350 and 450 °C in an O2 atmosphere are also
evaluated. Physical characterization confirms the presence of a surface coating and
confirms that the surface modification processing has a negligible effect on the bulk
material structure. The bare NMC material shows an initial discharge capacity of
199 mAh/g in NMC||LTO cells. The coated NMC material shows a slightly lower initial discharge capacity of 188 mAh/g, but the
capacity retention after 210 cycles improves from 86 to 95%. The coated NMC material shows higher discharge capacities than the
bare NMC material beyond cycle 75. Postmortem characterizations indicate that the surface reactivity is reduced by the OPA coating
as less fluorinated byproducts are formed. The high-temperature post-treatments of the coated NMC material change the surface
chemistry but do not improve the electrochemical performance.
KEYWORDS: Ni-rich layered oxides, surface modification, post-treatment, octadecyl phosphonic acid (OPA),
cathode electrolyte interphase (CEI), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

■ INTRODUCTION
Ni-rich layered oxides (LiNixM1−xO2, x > 0.5, M = Mn, Co,
Al) constitute a category of high-energy cathode materials for
Li-ion batteries, which are technologically and commercially
mature. The two main subclasses are LiNixMnyCozO2 (NMC)
and LiNixCoyAlzO2 (NCA), and they are the dominating
cathode materials in the electric vehicle market.1 These
materials acquire their high-energy densities from their high
reversible capacities of 200 mAh/g delivered at ∼4 V vs Li/
Li+2,32,3 and they exhibit higher practical capacities compared
to other commercial cathode materials, such as LiCoO2 (145
mAh/g), LiMn2O4 (120 mAh/g), and LiFePO4 (165 mAh/
g).3,4 In addition, the Ni-rich layered oxides have low Co
contents. This is desirable to lower material costs and alleviate
ethical concerns related to Co-mining.1,5 NMC and NCA
materials can have varying amounts of Ni, which is the main
electrochemically active element of the transition metals in the
cathode. A high Ni content is typically accompanied by a high
capacity, still within a practically employed potential window.
However, the cycle life and thermal stability decrease with
increasing Ni content,6−8 resulting in a compromise between
performance and stability. Ni-rich layered oxides, in which x ≥
0.80, have already been commercialized,9−11 but a large share
of commercial NMC-based batteries still utilize lower Ni

contents.12 While increasing the Ni fraction beyond 80 atom %
is still desirable, the associated instabilities must be addressed
further.
Ni-rich layered oxides adopt an α-NaFeO2 structure,

isostructural to LiCoO2. The structure can be described
based on a cubic close-packed oxygen lattice and with cations
in all octahedral sites. The Li and TM (Ni, Mn, Co, Al) cations
are ordered in alternating layers along the [111] cubic
direction.13−15 The ordering creates a hexagonal distortion
and a two-dimensional (2D) diffusion layer for the Li
ions.16−18 In comparison, the cations in a rock-salt structure
are randomly distributed.17,19 Layered oxides with high Ni
contents are generally considered difficult to synthesize
because they are sensitive to stoichiometric offsets and are
prone to cation disordering. The cation ordering is driven by
ionic size differences,14,20 but Li+ and Ni2+ have similar ionic
radii (r(Li+) = 0.76 Å and r(Ni2+) = 0.69 Å21), which causes a
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partial presence of Ni2+ in the Li layer. Optimization of the
synthesis route is therefore essential to achieve a well-ordered
Ni-rich layered oxide.14,20,22,23

Ni-rich layered oxides exhibit reactive surfaces. Surface
reconstruction in which the layered structure irreversibly
transitions into spinel-type and rock-salt structures at the
delithiated surface is one of the main capacity fading
mechanisms for the associated batteries. The reconstruction
involves the reduction of metastable Ni4+ to Ni2+ with an
accompanied oxygen release from the lattice as charge
compensation. Ni2+ can relocate to the Li layer, causing the
layered structure to shift toward spinel- and rock-salt
structures.7,19,23−26 The oxidative environment at the cathode
surface also causes reactions between the organic electrolyte
and cathode, creating a layer of decomposed electrolyte species
on top of the active material. This layer is commonly termed
the cathode electrolyte interphase (CEI). For electrolytes
containing LiPF6 and ethylene carbonate (EC), typically
formed compounds include Li2CO3, Li2O, LiF, MFn (M =
Ni, Mn, Co), ROCO2Li, and LixPOyFz.

7,27−29 Ni-rich layered
oxides are also reactive toward H2O and CO2 when exposed to
air, inducing the formation of LiOH and Li2CO3 surface
impurities.30−32 Like other cathode materials, Ni-rich layered
oxide surfaces are prone to transition metal dissolution from
HF attack in LiPF6-based electrolytes.33 These parasitic
reactions ultimately have a negative influence on electro-
chemical performance.
The repeated anisotropic volume changes experienced

during (de)lithiation constitute another challenge for Ni-rich
layered oxides, especially for polycrystalline materials. Most
notable is the collapse of the layered structure along the c-axis,
perpendicular to the Li and TM layers, at a highly delithiated
state.34−37 The anisotropic volume changes can cause particle
cracking, which allows the electrolyte to penetrate the particle.
The fresh interior surface is exposed to the electrolyte, and
further parasitic reactions may occur.7,27,35 Particle cracking
can also cause active material loss by disconnecting particles
from the conduction network within the electrode laminates.38

The surface reactivity and oxygen release phenomena are
important to control to achieve longevity. A common strategy
is to coat the Ni-rich surface with a stable material, creating a
protective barrier between the reactive surface and the
electrolyte. The coating should be thin and uniform to not
interfere with Li-transport or add extra dead weight while
providing sufficient coverage. A wide variety of coating
materials have been evaluated, including oxides such as
Al2O3

32,39 and TiO2,
39 fluorides such as AlF3,

40 and
phosphates such as Li3PO4

41−43 and MnPO4.
44 These have

been reported to be effective in improving Ni-rich layered
oxides’ electrochemical and thermal stabilities. Similarly,
organo phosphonates,45,46 -phosphates,47 -silane,48 and -silox-
anes30 constitute an interesting group of coating materials
because of their partly hydrophobic molecules, which can
protect the Ni-rich surface against moisture and the formation
of Li surface impurities.
In this work, in-house synthesized LiNi0.88Mn0.06Co0.06O2

(NMC) developed in our earlier work49 is coated using
octadecyl phosphonic acid (OPA) as a coupling agent through
a wet-chemical route. The OPA molecule (Figure S1) has a −
PO(OH)2 functional group at the end of a linear hydrocarbon
chain, with the added benefits of a hydrophobic tail and a
functional group with a strong affinity to oxygen as P−O bonds
are considered strong.44 Modifications of the coated material

through post-treatments at 350 and 450 °C in an O2
atmosphere are also explored to investigate if the electro-
chemical properties can be improved by, e.g., altering the
hydrocarbon chain or the phosphonate functional group. The
materials are investigated by physical characterization to
understand the surface coating and to assess the impact of
wet-chemical processing on the bulk material. Electrochemical
characterization is used to evaluate the coatings’ effect on the
cycle life characteristics. Postmortem characterization is used
to investigate possible capacity fading mechanisms.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis of Polycrystalline LiNi0.88Mn0.06Co0.06O2 Bulk

Material. Ni-rich layered oxide LiNi0.88Mn0.06Co0.06O2 (NMC) was
synthesized through a single-pot oxalic acid coprecipitation route
developed in earlier work.49 In brief, LiNO3 (99%, Alfa Aesar),
Ni(CH3COO)2*4H2O (≥98%, Alfa Aesar), Mn(CH3COO)2*4H2O
(≥99%, Merck), and Co(CH3COO)2*4H2O (≥98%, Sigma-Aldrich)
were used as precursors. Oxalic acid (C2H2O4, 98%, Aldrich) was
used as the precipitation medium, and HNO3 (Sigma-Aldrich) and
NH3 (Merck) were used to adjust the pH. A solution with the Li, Ni,
Mn, and Co precursors was prepared with a Li/(Ni + Mn + Co)
molar ratio of 1.04, and the solution was adjusted to pH 3. The
precursor solution was continuously fed into an oxalic acid solution
adjusted to pH 3. The resulting suspension was aged for 19 h, and the
solvent was evaporated. The dried precipitate was collected, ground,
and calcined at 450 °C for 5 h in an air atmosphere to remove the
organic compounds. The calcined powder was reground before a final
heat treatment at 750 °C for 25 h in a tube furnace under a flowing
O2 atmosphere (12 NL/h). Lastly, the heat-treated powder was
reground.
Surface Modification of LiNi0.88Mn0.06Co0.06O2 with Octa-

decyl Phosphonic Acid. The synthesized NMC was coated with an
octadecyl phosphonic acid (OPA, C18H39O3P) through a wet-
chemical coating process employing isopropanol as a solvent. A 100
mL phosphonic solution was prepared by dissolving 0.2 g of OPA
(97%, Sigma-Aldrich) in isopropanol. 3.8 g of NMC powder was
dispersed in the phosphonic acid solution and stirred for 22 h at 25
°C. The NMC powder was collected by vacuum filtration, heat-
treated at 140 °C in a vacuum furnace for 12 h, and gently ground.
The treated NMC powder was further washed to remove nonreacted
OPA material. The powder was first dispersed in 25 mL of
isopropanol and sonicated for 15 min. The solvent was removed by
centrifugation and decantation. The powder was redispersed with 25
mL of isopropanol and sonicated for another 15 min. The solvent was
removed by filtration, and the remaining powder was rinsed with 50
mL of isopropanol. The powder was mortared and dried at 120 °C in
a vacuum furnace. The resulting powder is referred to as NMC-OPA.
For a fair comparison, the reference sample was prepared by running
NMC through the same coating process without OPA to account for
possible changes inflicted by the isopropanol processing. This
reference sample is referred to as NMC-ISO.

2 g batches of NMC-OPA powder were further heat-treated at 350
and 450 °C, respectively, for 20 min in a tube furnace with a flowing
O2 atmosphere (6 NL/h). 200 °C/h heating and 300 °C/h cooling
rates were used. The resulting powders are referred to as NMC-OPA-
O350 and NMC-OPA-O450 based on their heat treatment temper-
ature.
Physicochemical Characterization. X-ray diffraction (XRD)

and Rietveld refinements were used to characterize the phase purities
and crystal structures of the synthesized and modified NMC materials.
Measurements were recorded on a Bruker D8 A25 DaVinci X-ray
diffractometer with Mo−Kα radiation (λ = 0.71 Å), using a focusing
Göbel mirror and equipped with a LynxEye XE 1D detector. The
structural analyses via Rietveld refinements were similar as described
in ref 49. In short, the refinements were based on an α-NaFeO2
structure with an R3̅m space group with Li in the 3a position, M (Ni,
Mn, Co) in the 3b position, and O in the 6c position. Li and Ni were
allowed to switch positions. Peak shapes were modeled using a
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fundamental parameters approach with microstrain-type peak broad-
ening. The (003) reflection, usually included in NMC layered oxides,
was omitted from the refinements due to the high degree of
asymmetry in that reflection. It is noted that the shorter wavelength of
Mo−Kα radiation versus Cu−Kα radiation (λ = 1.54 Å) allows for a
larger number of reflections at low angles.

The particle morphologies were investigated by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) using an FEI Apreo SEM and a Hitachi SU9000
operating in secondary electron mode at 5.0 kV.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) coupled with differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) performed on a Netzsch Jupiter
STA449 instrument was used to investigate the thermal decom-
position of bare and coated NMC materials. Approximately 20 mg of
the materials was heated in alumina crucibles to 750 °C at 10 °C/min
in an O2 atmosphere flowing at 20 mL/min.

Surface-sensitive analyses were performed by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). Measurements were performed on a Kratos Axis
Ultra with an electrostatic/magnetic hybrid lens and Al−Kα radiation
(E = 1486.6 eV) operating at 12 kV accelerating voltage and 10 mA
emission current. Samples were mounted in a floating setup and
electronically isolated from the sample holder. A charge neutralizer
was implemented. Survey spectra were collected from 1200 to −5 eV
with a 160 eV pass energy. Regional spectra, C 1s, O 1s, P 2p, and F
1s, were recorded with a 20 eV pass energy. Postmortem cathode
samples were rinsed with dimethyl carbonate (DMC; ≥99%, Sigma-
Aldrich), dried in an Ar glovebox, and transferred to the XPS
instrument in an Ar-filled transfer chamber. XPS data sets were
processed with CasaXPS software, with a Shirley background and
adventitious carbon (C−C/C−H) calibrated to 284.8 eV. The data
was not normalized during processing.

Postmortem transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis was
performed on the cycled electrodes. The TEM cathode samples were
rinsed similarly to the postmortem XPS samples. TEM lamellae were
prepared using a focused ion beam (FIB; FEI Helios G4 UX). To
avoid any damage to the area of interest, a protective carbon film was
deposited by first using the electron beam for deposition and then
using the ion beam. To ensure a high-quality surface on the lamellae,
the final polishing step was performed using a 2 kV ion beam.

TEM investigations were performed on an aberration-corrected
Jeol JEM ARM200F equipped with a cold field emission gun operated
at 200 kV. Combined scanning transmission electron microscopy and
electron energy-loss spectroscopy (STEM−EELS) was performed by
using a beam semiconvergence angle of 27 mrad, and inner and outer
collection angles of 119 and 471 mrad, respectively, for the high-angle
angular dark-field (HAADF) STEM imaging. EELS spectra were
acquired using a Quantum ER GIF for fast dual EELS with a
collection angle of 67 mrad. The energy dispersion was 0.25 eV, and
the step size was 4 Å. EELS quantification was performed by using
Gatan DigitalMicrograph 3.4.3 with a Hartree−Slater cross section, a
first order log-polynomial background model, and including edge
overlap and plural scattering.
Electrochemical Characterization. Electrode sheets were

fabricated by mixing 90 wt % NMC-based active materials, 5 wt %
carbon black (CB; Imerys Super C65), and 5 wt % poly(vinylidene
fluoride) (PVDF; Kynar HSV900) in N-methyl-2-pyrrrolidene
(NMP; Alfa Aesar) and homogenizing in a mixing mill (Retsch
M3). The slurry was tape-cast onto Al foil using a 120 μm fixed gap
applicator. The developed tapes were first dried in an oven at 80 °C
for 45 min to remove most of the NMP solvent and subsequently kept
at 120 °C to dry for 12 h in a vacuum oven. The cathode sheets were
compressed by using a roller press (MTI Corporation, MSK-HRP-
MR100A). Achieved cathode loadings were typically 4−5 mgNMC/
cm2, corresponding to ∼1 mAh/cm2 based on a 230 mAh/g first cycle
charge capacity.

Overdimensioned NMC||LTO 2016 coin cells were assembled in a
glovebox with an Ar atmosphere (MBraun, < 0.1 ppm of H2O and
<0.1 ppm of O2). 16 mm NMC-based cathode disks were combined
with 18 mm LTO (Li4Ti5O12; 2.0 mAh/cm2; CUSTOMCELLS)
anode disks and 19 mm Celgard 2325 separators. 60 μL of 1 M LiPF6
in ethylene carbonate and ethylene methylene carbonate (EC/EMC;

1:1 by volume; Sigma-Aldrich) was used as electrolyte. The cells were
rested 24 h before electrochemical testing. Battery tests were
conducted on a Lanhe CT2001A galvanostatic cycler. The cells
were cycled between 1.5 and 2.8 V at 0.1 and 0.5C, where all currents
were defined based on 1C being 180 mA/g. Equal charge and
discharge rates were used. Constant current constant voltage (CCCV)
charging processes were employed until the current had decayed to
0.1C. All cells were tested at 25 °C, and 2−4 cells were tested per
cathode active material.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The NMC and NMC-OPA pristine powders were investigated
by TGA/DSC to determine the thermal decomposition of the
OPA coating in an O2 atmosphere and to assess the amount of
coating material present on the sample. Figure 1 presents the

mass loss and energy release upon heating as a function of
temperature. Both samples show initial 0.3−0.4 wt % mass
losses up to 100 °C, which are likely attributed to the release of
H2O and CO2. The TGA/DSC signals of the materials start to
deviate when heated above 230 °C, at which point an
accelerated mass loss is observed for the coated NMC-OPA
sample. The slope of the DSC signal suggests that the coated
material has two distinct decomposition regions, 230−350 and
350−470 °C. A moderate mass loss of 0.7 wt % is detected in
the first region, while a 2.0 wt % mass loss is observed in the
second region. The exothermic peak is at 410 °C. The NMC-
OPA mass loss above 230 °C is assigned to mass losses related
to OPA.50−53 It is plausible that the mass loss at 230−350 °C
is related to the loss of physisorbed OPA molecules, while the
mass loss at 350−470 °C is associated with the burning of
hydrocarbon chains of chemisorbed OPA molecules.
The bare NMC displays a 0.4 wt % continuous mass loss

between 100 and 750 °C, likely due to instrument drift and the
decomposition of surface impurities, such as LiOH and
Li2CO3. The mass loss difference between NMC-OPA and
NMC is 2.4 wt %, which also indicates the present coating
amount. Compared to the 5.0 wt % added during the wet-
chemical coating process, a significant portion thereby does
not interact with the NMC material or is removed during the
washing process. To elaborate on whether further heat
treatment of the coating contributes to improved properties,
two samples were prepared by post-treating NMC-OPA in an

Figure 1. TGA/DSC measurements of NMC and NMC-OPA in an
O2 atmosphere upon heating. Solid lines show the mass losses, and
dashed lines show the DSC signals. Red lines mark 350 and 450 °C.
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O2 atmosphere at 350 and 450 °C, i.e., temperatures below and
above the steepest mass loss region, respectively.
The particle morphologies of the cathode active materials

were investigated by SEM. The micrographs of the synthesized
NMC material and the NMC-OPA-coated materials are
displayed in Figure 2. The NMC particles have a polycrystal-

line morphology, consisting of submicron primary particles
assembled into micron-sized secondary particles. The NMC-
OPA particles show a similar primary and secondary particle
morphology, but a surface modification is detected, indicating
that OPA has then been deposited onto the NMC particles.
The coating appears rough and porous, which could be

attributed to the long C18 hydrocarbon chain of the OPA
molecule. Surface layers are also present after the additional
heat treatment (Figure 2c,d), but they appear to be more
compact than the surface layer of NMC-OPA. This suggests
that post-treatments affect the OPA coating.
XRD and Rietveld analyses were used to investigate the

effect of the coating procedure on the bulk average Ni-rich
layered oxide structure. The measured and calculated diffracto-
grams of bare and coated NMC powder materials are displayed
in Figure S2, and the calculated structural values are presented
in Table S1. Overall, the structure does not change significantly
during the coating process and post-treatments, which include
isopropanol submersion and additional heat treatment up to
450 °C in an O2 atmosphere. All of the prepared materials
display diffraction patterns characteristic of the α-NaFeO2
layered structure. No additional reflections are seen,
demonstrating phase purity for the bare and surface-modified
materials. The calculated unit cell parameters of the
synthesized NMC material are a = 2.8736 Å and c =
14.1955 Å (c/a = 4.940), with 2.2 atom % Ni2+ in the Li layer.
The surface chemistries of the bare and coated NMC

powder materials were characterized by XPS prior to electrode
fabrication. The measured spectra and the suggested
deconvoluted components are displayed in Figure 3, and the
survey spectra in Figure S3. The binding energies of the
deconvoluted components and their suggested species are
listed in Table 1. The bare NMC and NMC-ISO materials
show similar surface chemistries based on all O 1s, C 1s, and P
2p spectra. The C 1s and O 1s spectra indicate the presence of
Li2CO3 surface impurities (∼289 and ∼531 eV) on the bare
materials, a commonly observed impurity on Ni-rich layered

Figure 2. SEM micrographs of (a) NMC, (b) NMC-OPA, (c) NMC-
OPA-O350, and (d) NMC-OPA-O450 pristine powder materials.

Figure 3. XPS (a) O 1s, (b) C 1s, and (c) P 2p regional spectra of pristine powder materials. Note that the spectra have not been normalized, and
the vertical axes’ intensity scales vary between the three panels.
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oxide surfaces due to their reactivity toward H2O and CO2
when exposed to air.30,31

All three coated materials show the presence of P−O/P �
O bonded species (∼133 eV) based on their P 2p spectra, a
clear indication of a phosph(on)ate-type surface coating. In the
O 1s spectra, the peaks related to lattice oxygen (∼529 eV)
and surface carbonate oxygen (∼531 eV) are clearly split for
the bare NMC materials, but the splitting is less evident for the
three samples treated with OPA. This is expected since a
coating is covering the Ni-rich oxide surface. For the post-
treated materials, the variation in the lattice oxygen binding
energy and the spectral weight around 530 eV may result from
differential charging and possibly oxide defects. For the coated
materials, there are contributions from P−O and P � O
(∼531 eV) in the O 1s spectra in addition to the oxygen
surface impurities. The individual contributions from CO3 and
POx in the O 1s spectra cannot be resolved, but quantification
of P 2p and deconvoluted C 1s spectra shows that the POx
contribution is dominant in the coated samples.

Table 1. Deconvolution of XPS Data Collected from
Pristine Powders with the Suggested Assigned Speciesa3

region
binding energy

(eV) assignment
based on
reference

O 1s ∼529
(blue/purple)

M−O
(M = Li, Ni, Mn, Co)

29,54−57

∼531 (red) C � O, CO3
2− 29,54,56−58

P � O, PO4
3− 54,58,59

∼533 (yellow) C−O−C/C−O 29,54,56−58
OH 60,61
P−O−P/P−O−M 59,62,63

C 1s 284.8 (blue) C−C/C−H 60,64
∼286 (red) C−O−C/C−OH, C−O 29,56−58
∼288 (yellow) C � O, O−C−O 29,54,56−58,60
∼289 (purple) O−C� O, CO3

2− 56,57,60,64
P 2p ∼133 (blue/red) P−O/P � O, PO4

3− 54,56,58,60,64
aThe measured spectra with the corresponding deconvolutions are
displayed in Figure 3.

Figure 4. Electrochemical data from NMC||LTO full-cell testing. (a, c) Voltage profiles and (b, d) the corresponding differential capacity plots of
the first and second cycles at 0.1C and (e) cycling test for 210 cycles. Cells were cycled between 1.5 and 2.8 V at 0.1 or 0.5C and 25 °C. The
cycling test results are averaged values from 2 to 4 cells.
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The C 1s spectrum of the coated NMC-OPA material is
dominated by the hydrocarbon peak (284.8 eV), which is
assigned to the long (C18H37) hydrocarbon chain of the OPA
molecule. The intensity is significantly reduced relative to the
oxidized carbon species when NMC-OPA is heat-treated at
350 and 450 °C, but the P 2p signal remains. Two additional
low-intensity extra features are observed at ∼293 and ∼296 eV
in the C 1s spectra for NMC-OPA heat-treated at 350 and 450
°C due to minor K impurities.
The XPS results of the pristine powders confirm the

presence of an OPA coating and confirm that the coating is
altered during the post-treatments. There is an apparent
change in the organic chain of the OPA coating after post-
treatment, and the results suggest that the long hydrocarbon
chains decompose while leaving a phosphate-type surface layer.
This is consistent with the observations reported by Chen et
al., where an OPA-coated Al substrate was annealed in air up
to 400 °C. They demonstrated that above 200 °C, the alkyl
chains oxidize instead of the covalent P−O−Al bonds
breaking.51 In this work, the O/P atomic ratio increases
from ∼3 for NMC-OPA to ∼4.5 when heat-treated at 350 and
450 °C, respectively. This suggests that phosphonate (−PO3)
oxidizes to phosphate (−PO4) during the two post-treatments.
To determine the effect of the coatings on the electro-

chemical properties, the materials were tested in NMC||LTO
full cells. LTO was chosen as the anode material due to its high
stability and the absence of SEI formation at its operating
potential,29,65 thereby minimizing the possibility of the
observed cell degradation originating from the anode. Figure
4a,b shows the first cycle potential profile and the accompanied
differential capacity analysis when cycled between 1.5 and 2.8
V (3.0−4.3 V vs Li/Li+) at 0.1C and 25 °C. The achieved
charge capacities and discharge capacities are presented in
Table S2. The bare NMC-ISO achieves the highest capacities

with 233 mAh/g on charge and 199 mAh/g on discharge and
the highest first cycle Coulombic efficiency (CE) at 85.7%.
The coated NMC-OPA achieves 221 and 187 mAh/g during
charge and discharge, respectively, with a CE close to the bare
material. The NMC-OPA material thus shows a 6% lower
discharge capacity than the bare NMC-ISO material, but 2.4
percentage points can be attributed to the amount of coating
material, as found by TGA/DSC. The reversible capacities
decrease further when NMC-OPA is heat-treated at 350 and
450 °C in an O2 atmosphere. Both deliver 20 mAh/g less
during charge and 25 mAh/g less during discharge compared
with the bare NMC-ISO material. The accompanied CE values
are reduced to ∼81% for these two heat-treated samples.
Notably, all three coated samples show an increased

polarization compared to the bare sample in the first cycle,
as seen in Figure 4a,b. The increase in polarization is
considerable for both post-treated samples while only marginal
for the OPA-coated sample, suggesting the formation of an
insulating surface film after the thermal decomposition of the
OPA. This is reasonable, as the post-treatments do not
significantly affect the bulk structures. Furthermore, the NMC-
OPA samples post-treated at 350 and 450 °C show
significantly lower average discharge voltages than NMC-ISO
and NMC-OPA. The initial high polarization during charging
of the coated samples is considerably lower from the second
cycle (Figure 4c,d), but the lower discharge voltages remain.
The increased polarization observed for the coated cathode
materials is assigned to the extra (de)intercalation barrier
created by the coating. The increased polarization for the post-
treated samples is likely related to the densification of the
surface layer, as observed by SEM. Both NMC-ISO and NMC-
OPA show clear Ni-rich layered oxide potential profile features.
During the charging process, there is a phase transition from a
hexagonal (H1) to monoclinic (M) phase at ∼2.1 V (∼3.6 V

Figure 5. XPS (a) F 1s, (b) O 1s, (c) C 1s, and (d) P 2p regional spectra of postmortem cathodes cycled 54 times in NMC||LTO full-cell
configuration, as reported in Figure S7. Note that the spectra have not been normalized, and the vertical axes’ intensity scales vary between the four
panels.
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vs Li/Li+), followed by a transition to a second hexagonal
phase (H2) at ∼2.5 V (∼4.0 V vs Li/Li+), and last to a third
hexagonal phase (H3) at ∼2.65 V (∼4.15 V vs Li/Li+). These
phase transitions agree with earlier reported observations,6,40,66

and the transition from H2 to H3 is associated with the lattice
contraction along the c-axis.7,35,36,66 The NMC-OPA-O350
and NMC-OPA-O450 materials show weak and broad H2 to
H3 transition peaks, which are shifted to higher charge voltages
than the non-heat-treated materials. However, the correspond-
ing H3 to H2 transitions are evident during subsequent
discharge.
The cycle life characteristics were assessed through a 210-

cycle test in the NMC||LTO full-cell configuration. These cells
were cycled between 1.5 and 2.8 V at 25 °C and at alternating
0.1 and 0.5C currents. The results are presented in Figures 4e
and S4. NMC-ISO shows the highest initial discharge
capacities at both rates, delivering 199 mAh/g at 0.1 and
187 mAh/g at 0.5C, respectively. The capacity fade is slow and
continuous, and the capacity retention is 86% at 0.1C and 81%
at 0.5C after 210 cycles. NMC-OPA shows an ∼10 mAh/g
lower initial capacity at both rates than NMC-ISO. However,
NMC-OPA shows a slight capacity increase over the first 50
cycles, and it delivers a higher capacity than NMC-ISO after 75
cycles. The capacity of NMC-OPA remains relatively stable
beyond 75 cycles, and it retains 95% capacity at 0.1C and 92%
at 0.5C after 210 cycles. The polarization growth is also low
(Figure S4). NMC-OPA heat-treated at 350 °C shows an
initial 0.1C capacity of 173 mAh/g. Although it retains 92% of
its initial capacity at 0.1C, the reversible capacity is significantly
lower compared to those of NMC-ISO and NMC-OPA.
NMC-OPA heat-treated at 450 °C shows similar initial
capacities to those of the sample heat-treated at 350 °C, but
it fades considerably faster, losing 23% of its 0.5C capacity
already after 52 cycles. The fade is less severe upon further
cycling, and NMC-OPA-O450 displays a 78% retention at
0.1C and 57% at 0.5C after 210 cycling. The capacity
difference between 0.1 and 0.5C is considerably higher
compared to the other materials, indicating a poor rate
performance. The CE of NMC-OPA-O450 is slightly lower
compared to those of the other samples: 99.7% versus 99.8−
99.9%. The CE values throughout the test are presented in
Figure S5.
Though uncoated NMC-ISO shows the highest initial

capacity, NMC-OPA performs best in terms of capacity
retention. The layered oxide is coated with an amorphous OPA
coating, which clearly contributes to improving the cycle life
characteristics of the Ni-rich layered oxide. Further post-
mortem characterizations were therefore conducted to
investigate differences and possible degradation mechanisms
of the various bare and coated samples.
Cathodes from NMC||LTO cells cycled 54 times were

investigated by XPS. The measured F 1s, O 1s, C 1s, and P 2p
regional spectra and the accompanying fitted features are
shown in Figure 5, and the binding energies of the
deconvoluted components and their suggested species are
provided in Table 2. The survey spectra are displayed in Figure
S6, and the cycling data of the cells from which the cathodes
were extracted are shown in Figure S7. The postmortem
measurements contain contributions from all components in
the cathode laminate structure, including NMC active
materials, CB, and PVDF binder. The C 1s spectra show
similar characteristics for all of the samples, and the dominant
hydrocarbon (284.8 eV) seen in the NMC-OPA pristine

powder is no longer observed. The PVDF and CB cathode
additives are probably substantial contributors to the C 1s
spectra instead of the cathode active materials. For instance,
the peaks at ∼286, ∼291, and ∼293 eV are assigned CH2−
CF2, CF2, and CF3, respectively, and are related to PVDF. The
CB will also contribute to the hydrocarbon peak at 284.8 eV
and the O−C−O/C � O peak at ∼286 eV.54

In the P 2p region, the coated samples show strong P−O/
P�O signals (∼134 eV) due to the phosph(on)ate bonds.
This suggests that the coatings are still present after exposure
to NMP solvent during electrode fabrication and after
exposure to organic electrolyte in the battery cell. NMC-
OPA-O350 has another distinct peak at ∼137 eV, which is
assigned to LixPOyFz, a CEI product formed by the
decomposition of the LiPF6 electrolyte salt. Slightly increased
P 2p signals are observed for all samples, also attributed to
LixPOyFz.
In the F 1s region, the ∼688 eV peak is related to organic

fluorine predominantly from PVDF. The peak at ∼685 eV is
related to LiF from LiPF6 decomposition or MFn transition
metal fluorides formed from HF attack. The bare NMC-ISO
cathode has a stronger LiF/MFn signal than the coated
samples, suggesting that there is less LiF formation on the
coated samples and that the coatings provide protection
against HF attack.
NMC-ISO and NMC-OPA cathodes were harvested from

NMC||LTO full cells after 210 cycles and investigated for
surface reconstruction layer buildup by TEM. These measure-
ments were focused on particles at the electrode surface, and
the results are presented in Figure 6. The selected area electron
diffraction (SAED) measurements from the particle bulk
(Figure 6c,d) confirm that the layered oxide structure is
retained after cycling. The HAADF-STEM images (Figure
6e,f) show a clear layered structure at the bulk and out toward

Table 2. Deconvolution of XPS Data Collected from
Postmortem Cathodes with the Suggested Assigned
Speciesa

region
binding

energy (eV) assignment
based on
reference

F 1s 685.2 (blue) LiF, MFn 29,56−58,60,64
687.8 (red) C−F 29,56−58,60,64

O 1s 529.3 (blue) M−O (M = Li, Ni, Mn, Co) 28,29,50,54−57
531.7 (red) C � O, CO3

2− 29,54,56−58
P � O, PO4

3− 54,58,59
533.5
(yellow)

C−O−C/C−O 29,54,56−58
OH 60,61
P−O−P/P−O−M 59,62,63

C 1s 284.8 (blue) C−C/C−H 60,64
285.9 (red) C−O−C/C−OH, C−O 29,56−58

CH2−CF2 54,56−58
288.1
(yellow)

C � O, O−C−O 29,54,56−58,60

289.3
(purple)

O−C � O, CO3
2− 56,57,60,64

290.9 (sky
blue)

CF2 56−58

292.9 (green) CF3 56−58
P 2p ∼134 P−O/P � O, PO4

3− 54,56,58,60,64
∼137 LixPOyFz, P−F 29,54,56,58

aThe measured spectra with the corresponding deconvolutions are
displayed in Figure 5. The cathodes were cycled 54 times in NMC||
LTO full cells, with cycling data shown in Figure S7.
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the surface, where the bright atomic columns indicate the TM
layers of the structure.26,27,67 A clear surface reconstruction
layer of ∼2 to 5 nm is visible, where transition metals have
entered the Li layers, forming a NiO-type structure. Based on
the measured regions, both NMC-ISO and NMC-OPA cycled
materials show approximately similar surface reconstruction
layer thicknesses, implying that the surface modification does
not inhibit rock-salt formation. The surface reconstruction
layers observed here are relatively thin compared to other
reported values in the literature.35,36,68−70 EELS measurements
(Figure S8) reveal a Mn- and Co-enrichment at the surface
compared to Ni for both NMC-ISO and NMC-OPA. The
general trend for both materials is that the Ni and O
concentrations increase the first few nanometers from the
surface, while the Mn and Co concentrations decrease.
Furthest away from the surface, the (Ni + Mn + Co)/O
atomic ratio is 0.5, consistent with a stoichiometric layered
oxide. This ratio increases toward the surface, as expected
based on the surface reconstruction. The observed surface
reconstruction is relatively thin after more than 200 cycles,
contributing to small capacity fades for both materials.
Overall, the bare NMC-ISO material and the coated NMC-

OPA material both had thin surface reconstruction layers after
210 cycles. The XPS surface chemistry investigation after 54
cycles suggests less LiF/MFn CEI product buildup on the
NMC-OPA material compared to the uncoated material, which
is consistent with the low polarization growth. The OPA
coating then protects and passivates the surface. The poor
electrochemical performance of both post-treated materials is

likely related to an insulating film formed by the thermal
decomposition of OPA.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Ni-rich NMC with 88 atom % Ni was coated using OPA as a
coupling agent through a wet-chemical process and inves-
tigated by physical and electrochemical characterization.
Physical characterization confirmed the presence of a coating
layer and that the coating procedure did not affect the bulk
layered structure to a significant degree. The OPA coating
passivated the reactive NMC surface and improved the cycle
life, although the initial capacity was slightly reduced compared
to the bare sample. The coated NMC-OPA sample delivered
an initial 188 mAh/g and a 95% capacity retention after 210
cycles in NMC||LTO full cells as compared to 199 mAh/g and
an 86% capacity retention for the uncoated NMC. Postmortem
investigations indicated that the OPA coating suppresses the
surface parasitic reactions between the Ni-rich layered oxide
surface and the electrolyte. Both coated and bare NMC formed
equally thick surface reconstruction layers on both bare and
OPA-coated NMC, but the coated material showed less
formation of LiF and MFn. Post-treatments of OPA-coated
NMC at 350 and 450 °C in an O2 atmosphere did not improve
the electrochemical properties and induced increased polar-
ization.
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